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Mumonkan Case 1: Joshu’s puppy

Joshu Osho. A monk asked Joshu. ‘Does even a dog have Buddha nature or not?’ 
Joshu said, ‘No’.

As I’ve told you so many times before when Joshu - the man in the koan - is saying ‘No’ 
or ‘Mu’ he is expressing emptiness. He is expressing the emptiness of Buddhism That 
word ‘No’ means emptiness. Because you don’t understand what this activity of empti-
ness means there is no way to understand this koan. 
Who is it that can manifest the wisdom that knows this tenet of Buddhism that is called 
emptiness. From ancient times when people have tried to interpret this koan called the 
Mu-koan they have always said that the only one who teaches about emptiness is a self.
It is the self that can teach about emptiness that can teach about emptiness.
If you can really understand that it is only you yourself that can talk about god or teach 
about god. Then you will have manifested the wisdom that knows that there is no god 
apart from the activity of that very same self.
Now when you come to Mt.Baldy and you first start doing your Zen-practice at Mt.Baldy 
how do we teach? When you first come to me I usually say ‘Just try this , just try chant-
ing dooooooooooo..’ 
Who is it that chants?
Then further you ask ‘When you chant dooooo.. Where has your self gone?’
When you go to church you make the sign of the cross and you say ‘amen’. Or it seems 
pretty popular these days to just say ‘Hallelujah hallelujah’ . But it’s the same thing - the 
question remains the same ‘Where do you go when you chant hallelujah?’
Where is it that the self appears into?
Who is that self?
Tathagata-Zen is to do the training and study that leads to the manifestation of the wis-
dom that knows that natural law. Tathagata-Zen further questions you about when you 
chant ‘doo’ and asks where is it that you do the activity of chanting?
The teaching of Tathagata-Zen says that there is absolutely no separation between the 
self that is chanting and the place the chanting is taking place. Buddhism says that there
is a clear difference between the self who chants and the self that appears as a result of 
that chant. Or we could say that there is a clear difference between the chanting self and
the place that the self chants into. The self who does the chanting without    fail makes 
the place. When you chant ‘dooo’ undoubtedly a result arises from that chanting.
One way or another we have to understand in terms of origin or result, cause and effect 
and the self of the origin and the result of the origin are different from each other.
From the old days it has always been said in Buddhism that the self of the origin and the
result of the origin are different from each other. 
This means that. You really can’t understand the very nature of yourself without distin-
guishing between the self that chants ‘Dooo’ and the self that listen to that chanting of 
‘Dooo’. 
The origin is one thing and the result is one thing. Tathagata-Zen further says that in or-
der to for example understand the origin that the origin itself is comprised of two oppos-
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ing forces. The origin manifests the result. And when you investigate the result as well 
carefully you see that the result as well is comprised of two essential opposing forces. 
Although many people come to think when Buddhism talks about cause and effect or 
origin and result they are talking about one origin and one result. But in fact in Tatha-
gata-Zen we say the origin is made up two mutually opposing forces and result is also 
comprised of two mutually opposing forces. Most people think that they have and ‘I am’ 
and that the ‘I am’ is just one thing.
Buddhism says that at once the moment your ‘I am’ manifests it’s already being formed 
by two opposing forces. Therefore right from the start of your practice you are asking 
then to be clearly into the nature of the origin of yourself. You are asked to be clear that 
yourself is formed by the acting of the two opposing forces. 
At the very first morning of this Dai-Sesshin called Rohatsu I wanted to tell you the story 
about Sakyamuni Buddha. This Sesshin was formed in order to honour him. What has 
Sakyamuni Buddha experienced? Why are we doing this Rohatsu Dai-Sesshin?      
Sakyamuni Buddha had the clear experience. He taught the experience for himself of ut-
ter unity of utter oneness. And yet he also experienced that the state of oneness is not 
fixated that it will then divide into two again. And when it divides into two that is when the
three worlds of past, present and future appear. This is the startling amazing experience 
he had for himself.
It is an amazing experience he had. First he experienced that the world that we all live in
is just one world.    
 That world of utter unity isn’t fixated. It then divides into two and when it divides into two
past, present and future manifest. Sakyamuni Buddha didn’t just think this. He proved it 
through himself through his own direct experience of it. Over and over again in his own 
Zazen he experienced this. He manifested the wisdom that saw this over and over 
again. He manifested the wisdom that saw this repetitions clearly. In other words he saw
that once past, present and future manifest they as well are not fixated. They again will 
disappear and when they disappear again unity will manifest.
 In the Buddhist sutras they express this repetitive functioning as ‘one is three and three 
is one’.
 Not only did the Buddha manifest the wisdom that saw the fundamental principle of ‘one
is three and three is one’ he also succeeded according to the sutras in manifesting the 
wisdom that understood another principle expressed in the sutras as ‘not one not two’.
No matter what kind of sutra you read they all say that. They all say that the truth is not 
one not two.
And at the same time there are no sutras that don’t teach the other principle that ’one is 
three and three is one’. 
This condition - the state of utter oneness is never fixated. It will always divide and mani-
fest three-ness. And those three worlds also are not fixated. Undoubtedly they again will 
manifest the one world.      
Within the process that is expressed with ‘one is three - three is one’ this other process -
this other activity takes place that is expressed as ‘not one not two’. That ‘not one not 
two’ expression means that the moment that you think is ‘one’ is already ‘two’ and the 
moment that is ‘two’ is not ‘two’, is ‘one’ again. Even in the sutras they teach about this. 
They say within the process of one becoming three this utter activity expressed as ‘not 
one not two’ always takes place. Similarly when the tree worlds expressed past, present 
and future express oneness in that process becoming three not one, ‘not one not two’ 
activity ‘not one not two’ condition manifests. So this state of ‘not one not two’ inevitably 
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manifests within the process. 
All people are the same in that we grow up to a certain degree we begin to wonder 
about where we come from. What our origin is. We wonder ‘Do we come from father or 
mother’ or ‘neither father nor mother’.
In the answer to this question Buddhism says that the state of our origin is a state that is
doing this activity of ‘not one not two’ . This activity of ‘not one not two’ will arise within 
the process of one becoming three and three becoming one.
The condition that gives birth to you is called according to Buddhism the condition of the 
origin and that origin is an activity and that activity it can be described as the activity of 
‘not one not two’.
Most people think that their origin is their mother and father. But Buddhism doesn’t say 
that. Buddhism says that your origin is the activity of ‘not one not two’. Who is it that is 
manifesting that state of ‘not one not two’?
The one that are doing the activity ‘not one not two’ are the two essential opposing 
forces of tathagata and tatha-agata – thus going and thus coming over and over again. 
Working together they are manifesting the condition ‘not one not two’. Tathagata and 
tatha-agata are repetitively manifesting this activity but they don’t have any will they are 
acting will-lessly.
Tathagata-Zen when it actually faces practitioners who are trying to study this demands 
that you sit Zazen and you see this activity of Dharma for yourself over and over again 
that you contemplate this activity of ‘not one not two’.
At least as one way of understanding this two essential opposing forces we say that the 
tathagata activity is the expanding activity and that the opposite tatha-agata activity is 
the contracting activity.
In order to grasp this activity for yourself this activity of ‘not one not two’ it simply be-
comes necessary to recognize these two essential opposing forces of expanding and 
contracting. In fact Buddhism is a teaching that is founded upon the recognition of the 
two essential opposing forces.
The state of the source the condition of the origin therefore is an activity called ‘not one 
not two’    and that activity of ‘not one not two’ when we look at it carefully is these two 
essential opposing forces of expanding and contracting - totally unifying with each other 
and then facing and then unifying and facing over and over.
This action of unity and facing, unity and facing is ‘not one not two’.
We also just call the tathgata the plus activity and tatha-agata the minus activity. In the 
cases when plus and minus are in the origin acting as I said before without any will then 
there is no arising of any emotion. There is no thinking in that activity there are no likes 
and dislikes. There is no right and wrong, good or bad.
Tathagata and tatha-agata are acting will-lessly in the origin and the nature of this activ-
ity is for tathagata totally experiencing tatha-agata and conversely simultaneously tatha-
agatha totally experiencing tathagata.
This is truly a difficult practice to do. This is truly an enormous task to undertake to do 
the practice of Tathagata-Zen and to sit Zazen and try to see this Dharma activity and try
to do this Dharma activity for yourself. Although in the origin plus and minus expanding 
and contracting are simultaneously experiencing each other will-lessly we who are striv-
ing to practice this have thinking - have will.
The two essential opposing forces repeat their activity of unifying and facing innumer-
able countless times over and over and finally they give rise to something new. A unique 
new phenomenon that you would simply call peace.
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You modern folks probably think that there is no way that peace can be formed that 
peace can be given rise to without materiality. Complete materiality - total form is no-
form. Total form – total material is the perfect state according to Buddhism.
When all of plus is acting with all of minus then plus as plus is complete imperfect, mi-
nus as minus is complete imperfect. That condition is not a fixated thing it therefore can-
not be named either material nor non-material.
The two essential opposing forces are opposing each other. They are opposite from 
each other but they can neither be called material nor can they be can be called non-
material. Buddhism acknowledges the validity of these forces that can not be called ma-
terial.      Neither plus or minus are material. But they are not non-material either because
they are opposing each other. Those opposing forces are working together will-lessly. 
Plus is doing expanding and minus is doing contracting will-lessly. And in Tathagata-Zen 
it is emphasized that all of us - without even to think about it because we have already 
all experienced this - should know that these two essential opposing forces inevitably 
meet each other. You may not know what it means to be man or what it means to be a 
woman but even without knowing it you are already meeting each other all the time. 
The plus activity is the activity that forms the man and the minus activity is the founda-
tion that forms the woman. These two activities are different from each other. They are 
opposite from each other.
There is no one that can see this essential opposing forces. Although it isn’t possible for 
almost anyone to see this essential opposing forces of tathagata and tatha-agata it is 
possible to manifest the wisdom that knows them and therefore we should be able to 
conclusively describe them. 
The teaching of Buddhism says that it is the very nature of being a human being to 
struggle and try over and over to police our wisdom to come to an understanding of what
our origin is. Over and over we struggle and try we come to an understanding to mani-
fest the wisdom of what the essential forces of plus and minus really are. And if we can 
catch that wisdom then we find satisfaction.
From the moment of the birth of human history all up upon today people have been striv-
ing to manifest the wisdom that knows their origin.
In the source plus and minus are totally experiencing each other and that is therefore 
not a state in which subject and object appear separately. In the source subject and ob-
ject are completely one.
In other words the state of the unification of subject and object is a state of perfection 
and that proofs that subject and object inevitably meet each other. We’ve all experi-
enced these states of subject and object meeting each other.
Plus and minus are in the origin acting will-lessly    together over and over unifying and 
facing and as I’ve said - it doesn’t really matter what words to use to describe it – some-
thing new appears, some heat – the heat of feeling comes up.
Plus and minus convert to this heat of feeling but then - although they were the ones 
that originally birthed it - they get controlled by it and it becomes difficult for them to con-
tinue the activity of unifying and facing. In fact heat had struck that.
Buddhism says and when I say Buddhism I mean people who have actually experienced
this for themselves that when heat is manifest in this way that heat separates the funda-
mental activities of plus and minus. This is when the difference from just facing each 
other this is when for the first time plus and minus are first time clearly separate from 
each other and that heat is in between them.    The condition that is now in between plus
and minus is incomplete zero.
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The source itself the origin itself is when all of plus and all of minus are will-lessly acting 
together unifying and facing over and over. That is perfection but that source has now di-
vided itself into two and in between the two essential forces a state called imperfect zero
– incomplete zero now for the first time appears.
Perfect zero is the great cosmos itself. When imperfect zero appears that means an im-
perfect self has appeared. The perfect self is the cosmos itself. When we say ‘supreme’ 
or ‘the almighty’, ‘the most supreme being’ that’s the cosmos.
Personifying the cosmos we call it the perfect self. And if you want to think about a per-
sonified god that creates everything in Buddhism we say that to be the great absolute 
state. 
The perfect state is the cosmos. The perfected absolute being the almighty god is the 
cosmos.
When plus and minus separate from each other then an imperfect self an imperfect exis-
tent being is manifest. And that imperfection which is in between plus and minus is em-
braced by both plus and minus.
As we grow up we notice that we all are embraced by something. Something on the in-
side and something on the outside is embracing us. And we come to sit    Zazen you 
have to carefully contemplate ‘Who is it that is embracing you from inside and from out-
side?’
Of course it is the two essential forces of tathagata and tatha-agata that are embracing 
us from the inside and from the outside. It is taught sometimes when tathagata is em-
bracing us from the outside and tatha-agata from the inside and sometimes oppositely 
tatha-agata is embracing us from the outside and tathagata from the inside.
The teaching of Buddhism says that it is here that for the first time a human being has 
been manifest. Here when you have this realization is when for the first time the sort of 
consciousness that can recognize the self manifests. From the beginning because con-
sciousness is not developed you don’t understand this.
For example a stone is an existent being. A stone has been manifested. But a stone 
doesn’t manifest that knows that it is an imperfect being that has been manifest when 
plus and minus have been separated from each other. Birds and animals also have not 
yet manifested the wisdom that knows this nature of themselves. Yet human beings do 
feel ‘I am embraced by something from the inside and though I don’t know what it is and 
embraced by something from the outside, too’.
Every time the imperfect zero - the imperfect state - the imperfect self is manifest in be-
tween plus and minus it takes another step in the process of maturation. Each step in 
the process of maturation means that the imperfect self has made more of plus and mi-
nus as its content.
There are some religions that don’t recognize the process of evolution - the process of 
maturation and    developing. But I guess they have their own reasons of thinking that 
that doesn’t exist. So just let them think what they want to think but in Buddhism we rec-
ognize the validity of the process of evolution and say that each step along the process 
of evolution means that the parts of plus and minus that we have not made content of 
the self are more made content of the self. 
When the imperfect self manifests the perfect self that means that there is no longer any
plus and minus outside of the self. That means that the self has made all of plus and mi-
nus its content. Then the imperfect zero manifests perfect zero. That is when the imper-
fect self becomes the perfect self. This is the teaching of Buddhism but in Tathagata-Zen
we strive to actually practice this.
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Buddhism further teaches that absolutely everything, every single existent being will 
come to manifest the perfect self.
Wouldn’t it be the case therefore that when the perfect self manifests that either outside 
or inside of the self –no matter here you look outside or inside – you wont be able to find
any imperfection any imperfect being. 
That’s when there is no longer any need to develop. That’s where all of plus and minus 
are made content therefore you don’t need seek anything in that state.
People like to talk about salvation and peace of mind and they often say ‘I want to find 
peace of mind for myself, I want to get salvation for myself’ but Buddhism says that 
there is only one way that ever happens. It only happens when all of plus and minus are 
made our content.
That state in which all of plus and minus have been made content is the perfect com-
plete state – true reality –reality itself – the manifestation of one true nature and in Bud-
dhism that very same condition is called the manifestation of true love.
Tathagata-Zen says that there is only one way to find peace of mind for yourself, to find 
salvation for yourself and that is to do for yourself the activity of true love.
People want to make a lot of money and they want to get powerful positions in society 
and maybe there is nothing so wrong with this things. But in Zen we say that that is just 
being stuck in the world of the ‘I am’ self and there is no way to find peace or salvation in
that world.
If you think that in order to entertain yourself and find happiness for yourself you need to
work to make a lot of money then there is no need to come here to make Zazen. There 
is no reason for you to come here to learn to make Zazen. If you want to make money or
to get a high status position you have to work. It’s not gonna come without work.
If through working plus and minus together the perfect self manifests.It’s through plus 
and minus working together totally true love manifests and the same is true for making 
money. If you want to make money you have to work.
This talk is called a Teisho. A Teisho is the talk that I give up here and    it isn’t something
that you write and you read the notes. The meaning of Teisho is that I come to this room 
and that I meet the living flesh and blood people who are here and it’s like a conversa-
tion and it’s very hard to make any progress in Teisho. You know I’m coming here to give
Teishos day after day I never get anywhere because new people come and I have to 
start from a new place each time.
Teisho is open for anyone to come so it’s great that people come. But from my point of 
view when I come to a new conversation with new people I have to say new things so 
it’s hard to get anywhere.
So I’ve got this far today and its not really so far and I feel bad about this leaving in the 
middle of the story but there are rules that governs this Sesshin and I have to follow 
them, too. So I have to stop here.
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